The Hill CDC connects People, Place and Policy to drive compelling community development in the Hill District. This work is implemented in accordance with the Greater Hill District Master Plan, which is a vision that builds upon the rich African American cultural legacy of the Hill District, an iconic Pittsburgh neighborhood.

HD Rising is an initiative of the Hill CDC created for small to medium enterprises, business owners and entrepreneurs who seek to locate or grow their commercial, office and or retail presence within the Hill District. HD Rising members will have the opportunity to choose from a range of spaces that can be converted into a shop, restaurant, nonprofit or traditional space.

The Hill District is ideally situated between the two largest business districts in Pittsburgh, Oakland and Downtown. Businesses and developers alike will have an opportunity to join in the unique combination of culture, commerce and innovation happening in the heart of Pittsburgh’s historic African-American Cultural and Commercial Corridor. Over the next 7 years, the Hill District is slated for $2.5 billion dollars of investment, and those on the HD Rising list will be the first in-the-know when it comes to opportunities to be at the center of it all!

The Hill CDC encourages businesses, entrepreneurs and developers to envision how they can become involved in bringing the new Centre Avenue commercial corridor to life.

For inquiries, please contact 412-765-1820 or programs@hilldistrict.org.